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TESTING ACCEPTABILITY OF FOOD PRODUCTS
TASTE TEST PROCEDURE,by

George Lorant*and Ernest H. Wiegand(2

Since taste tests are the crucial tests for determining the desirability
of food products and hence the progress of the experiment, it is of utmost im-
portance that every individual connected with taste tests should know and assume
the responsibility necessary to produce the best results possible.

The object of this procedure is to translate organoleptic opinions into
reproducible and comparable data. It is fully realized that a iO translation
js impossible. Involved systems of taste testing have been advanced using statis-
tical evaluation of large panels or a large number of taste tests of the same
samples with small panels, A simplified procedure using a maximum of twelve
testers on a maximum of four samples is proposed in the present procedure. The
individual judge will be asked to evaluate numerically the relative merits of four
or less samples. In this examination either general quality or a maximum of two
specific characteristics are sulanitted for evaluation. Comments, accompanying
each score, are encouraged to help the experimenter in a critical evaluation of
the taste test results, The ballots are then processed by the person in charge
of taste testing in such a manner as to calculate averages for each sample, using
the scores of only those tasters found reliable in the particular taste test.
Generally, matching duplicates will be used in eliminating "off-tasters". Out-
standing comments and over-all averages for each sample are then submitted to the
experimenter by the person in charge of taste testing procedures. Sample calcu-
lations, operating details and line responsibility are described and defined in
the body of the report.

Responsibility of the Experimenter:

1. Organization of the Experiment: Prepare enough samples to allow
suitable testing, It is wise to have excess quantities of control samples as
well as extra amounts of other variables for duplicate tests or further testing
unforeseen results.

2, Screen Obvious Samples: Before submitting any samples for formal
testing, the person responsible for the products should eliminate those ich
are obviously undesirable.

3. Four Samples per Test: Limit the number of samples in a test to four
or less. Whenever possible, one of the four should be a duplicate sample as a
means of checking the tasters.
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4. Relate Tests: If a series of tests is necessary during an experiment,
be sure to include a reference sample for each test. This is essential because
taste test results are relative only, arid cannot be judged as absolute values.

5. Prepare for Test: Schedule the desired test at least a day in advance
and submit a Taste Test Request Form containing the necessary information for th
test to the supervisor. Be sure to state the objective of the test and give
directions for the preparation of the samples.

Prepare the samples as far as possible in the laboratory, then sunit
them to the test kitchen. A last minute check of all samples is important to be
sure no "mistake&' have occurred and t]at each 8ample is typical of samples rep-
ceiving certain processing treatments.

Responsibility of the Taster:

1, Observe the Rules: Each taster must report promtly to scheduled teats
and notify the supervisor if he is unavoidably detained or unable to attend. Care
should be taken not to distract or influence other tasters by smoking, talking or
grimacing. After completing the test, place the ballot in the ballot box and
avoid comparing results.

2. Taste Critically: Note the purpose of the test and evaluate the samples
for that specific purpose such as odor, appearance, flavor and texture. Concen
trate on the test and attempt to give as fair an evaluation to the product as pos-
sible.

3. Record Results: On the taste test ballot provided, each sample should
be scored numerically and, in addition, any comments regarding the characteristics
of the samples should be noted.

Responsibility of the Supervisor:

1, Schedule Tests: Suggested hours for testing are 10 A.M, and 3 P.M.
Check the request forms to be certain the objective of the test is properly de
fined and that all instructions are clear.

Notify the testing panel of the scheduled time of the test.

2. Prepare for Test: Be sure samples are delivered in time to allow for
proper preparation. Samples should be the same temperature and served under identi
cal conditions (i.e., dishes, size of serving and arrangement).

Each service should consist of a glass of water, silver, and a ballot,
Crackers may be served as refreshers.

Serve the samples and see that test is properly conducted.

3, Evaluate Test: Enter all testers' results on summary sheet.

Eliminate those scores showing poor checks on the duplicates by sub
tracting the lowest score from th highest score for each tester
in each quality category, such as flavor, texture, etc. Take 20



of this difference and round it to the nearest score point. This
figure then represents the allowable variation that a tester can
record for duplicate samples. If he records a greater difference
in duplicate samples then his score is thrown out for that specific
quality category for that speoifio test.

Average all other scores for each sample..

In interpreting the test the average scores should be ranked and an
interpretation made from this rank.

Sunmarjze the comments,

Return test results to experimenter and file the original ballots.

Table to be Used in Accepting or Rejecting a Tester Based on his Results
of Scoring Duplicate Samples.

Difference of 20% Allowable
Total Range of this DU'ference
of Scores Difference in Dupicate

1 .2 ) None
2 .4 )

3 .6 )

4 .8 )

5 1.0 ) 1 score point
6 1,2 )

7 1.4 )

8 1.6 )

9 1.8 ) 2 score points
10 2.0 )

We wish to gratefully acknowledge the assistance given this laboratory
by General Foods Research Laboratories of Jioboken, New Jersey, who have
used this taste test procedure in their work for some time. Through their
cooperation we were able to make this procedure avai.ab1e to the industry.


